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Gliding Motility: Anticipating the Next Move with a
Molecular ClockFrzS protein is important for normal social motility in myxobacteria,
which includes periodic reversals in the direction of cell motion.
Recent results show that cell reversal correlates with the migration of
FrzS from the old leading pole of the cell to the new leading pole.William Margolin
Many bacteria move by gliding
along surfaces instead of using
flagella. One example of a gliding
bacterium is Myxococcus xanthus,
which moves in large packs to
feed, and develops into
multicellular fruiting bodies upon
nutrient starvation. M. xanthus has
two distinct modes of gliding.
One, called adventurous or A-
motility, moves individual bacteria
along a surface. The other, called
social or S-motility, uses
retractable type IV pili as
grappling hooks to propel cells
past other cells in a group. Type IV
pilus-dependent motility is also
found in other bacteria, and is
called twitching motility because
of the prevalence of small cellular
movements, including reversals of
direction [1]. A recent paper by
Mignot et al. [2] provides new
molecular insights into what drives
these reversals during S-motility.
Twenty years ago, a group of
genes in M. xanthus was found
that, when inactivated, resulted in
a specific defect in forming
fruiting bodies. The mutant cell
aggregates had a ‘frizzy’
appearance instead of the normal
highly packed structure, and
hence were called frz mutants [3].
Cells with mutations in different
frz loci have abnormal control of
their reversal frequency; most
reverse once every couple of
hours instead of the normal 6
min. This lower reversal
frequency could explain why the
frz mutant cells fail to form a tight
cellular aggregate that is a
prerequisite for fruiting body
formation [4]. Some frz mutants,
such as frzCD, reverse more
often than normal (every 2 min).
These results and others provideevidence that the Frz proteins are
part of a sensory system that
regulates the reversal frequency
via an oscillatory circuit [5].
More recently, mutations in a
new frz gene, frzS, were identified
that cause reduced S-motility [6].
Despite these defects, frzS
mutants possess normal
components of the S-motility
engines, such as type IV pili and
the exopolysaccharide targets
required for the transient
attachment of the pili to
neighboring cells [7]. This
suggests that FrzS has a
regulatory role in S-motility. The
FrzS protein is unusual in that its
amino terminus is homologous to
receiver domains of two-
component response regulators,
while its carboxyl terminus
consists of a long coiled-coil
domain with a large number of
heptad repeats. This myosin-like
domain is required for the
formation of FrzS homodimers
and probably higher-order
structures, because FrzS
overproduction in Escherichia coli
results in a regular lattice visible
by electron microscopy [6].
The recent Mignot et al. [2]
paper reports strong additional
evidence that FrzS is a regulator,
but more importantly, offers a
molecular rationale for how a cell
with a unidirectional pulling engine
— type IV pili at the leading cell
pole — can reverse its direction
[2]. To move and then reverse
direction during S-motility, an M.
xanthus cell must be able to
extrude and then retract its type IV
pili at one cell pole, then repeat
this process at the opposite pole
[8]. These cell-pulling engines
must be regulated to switch
polarity, or they will pull against
each other and the cell will fail tomove significantly. Moreover, at
any given time, the A-motility
engine, which probably pushes
the cell, must be at the opposite
pole from the type IV pili or the
two systems will antagonize each
other. Therefore, something must
control the activity of these
engines so that reversals can
occur. Mignot et al. [2] discovered
that a functional FrzS–GFP fusion
localizes primarily to the cell pole
that contains active type IV pili,
and then migrates to the opposite
pole in conjunction with the new
extension of type IV pili there
(Figure 1).
There are two remarkable
properties of this pole-to-pole
protein oscillation. The first is that
FrzS–GFP movement anticipates
the future direction of cell
movement (Figure 1). The
fluorescence intensity at the trailing
pole gradually reappears several
minutes prior to reversal, in
anticipation of the need to
redeploy type IV pili at the trailing
pole. Seconds just prior to reversal,
the FrzS–GFP focus at the trailing
pole is about the same intensity as
the focus at the leading pole.
Simultaneous with reversal, there is
a rapid disappearance of
fluorescence at the new trailing
pole and a rapid increase in
intensity at the new leading pole
until most of the FrzS is at the pole
with the type IV pili. Then the
process repeats, with regeneration
of the FrzS focus at the trailing pole
and slow loss of FrzS from the
leading pole. Using frz mutants that
reversed more or less frequently
than normal, Mignot et al. [2]
showed that the FrzS oscillation
period correlates with reversal
frequency. The movement of FrzS
prior to reversal strongly suggests
that FrzS is part of the regulatory
machinery that controls polar
switching of type IV pili.
The second striking feature of
FrzS oscillation is the way it
moves. The oscillation is clearly
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R86Figure 1. Pole-to-pole oscillation
of FrzS–GFP anticipates the
next move.
Shown is a single M. xanthus
cell just after a reversal, moving
to the right by S-motility, then
reversing and moving to the
left. As the typical cell reversal
interval is about 6 min, each
time interval shown represents
about 1 min. FrzS–GFP foci and
their relative observed intensi-
ties are shown by green dots.
The spiral track on which
FrzS–GFP foci seem to move
when in transit between the cell
poles is shown in blue. Type IV
pili, which are used to pull the
cell forward by adhering to
neighboring cells and then
retracting, are depicted in red;
their size reflects their apparent
activity at the given time point.
Current Biologynot driven by proteolysis at one
pole and new synthesis at the
other, as blocking protein
synthesis has no effect.
Experiments using the technique
of fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) suggest
that FrzS does not freely diffuse in
the cytoplasm, but instead moves
from the leading pole to the trailing
pole in discrete packages that can
be detected in transit as foci along
the length of the cell. The
localization pattern of these
nonpolar foci suggests that FrzS
travels along a filamentous track
(Figure 1). A small deletion in the
carboxy-terminal coiled-coil
domain of FrzS that abolishes
swarming motility also prevents
polar localization of the protein,
and this mutant FrzS forms a spiral
pattern along the length of the cell.
This may represent an intermediate
form of FrzS that is trapped on the
track in its transit phase, unable to
assemble into polar foci.
One candidate for such a track
is the MreB actin filament, which
can be observed in other rod-
shaped bacteria as a membrane-
associated coil that often extendsthe length of the cell. This filament
has been implicated in the control
of cell wall biosynthesis, cell
shape, cell polarity, and
chromosome segregation [9]. A
drug, called A22, rapidly
disassembles MreB polymers [10],
so the prediction is that A22 may
quickly inhibit FrzS localization
and possibly cell reversals. It is
tempting to speculate that the
moving FrzS–GFP foci may reflect
the myosin-like coiled-coil
domains of FrzS ratcheting down
the length of the MreB actin cable
(Figure 1). Of course, FrzS may
also move by other means, such
as streaming down its own track,
or moving down tracks made by
proteins such as MinD [11] or FtsZ
[12], which rapidly oscillate in a
helical path from pole to pole in E.
coli cells but do not depend on
MreB for their movement. Other
filamentous structures have been
observed in thin sections of M.
xanthus cells and may serve as
tracks [13]. Finally,
Flavobacterium johnsoniae, which
probably glides by a distinct
mechanism, contains a lipoprotein
required for gliding that localizesto helical filaments [14]. The
mounting evidence suggests that
filamentous structures are
important for gliding motility.
Polarity switching of type IV pili
occurs exactly when the amount
of FrzS being lost from the leading
pole equals the amount
accumulating the trailing pole, like
the half time in an hourglass.
What might drive the sudden
assembly and disassembly of
FrzS foci after this point that
results in rapid localization to one
pole? The triggers are not known,
but the general behavior of the
foci, as well as the self-assembly
of FrzS into a lattice at high
concentration, suggests that
assembly is highly cooperative.
One possibility is that at the time
of reversal, the concentration of
FrzS in each focus is poised at the
critical concentration for FrzS
assembly. If this is the case, then
artificially altering cellular levels of
FrzS might significantly affect
oscillation dynamics. For
example, if less total FrzS were
present, it might never reach its
critical concentration at polar foci
and remain stuck in transit in the
nonpolar coils, mimicking the
behavior of the small deletion of
the coiled-coil domain. This
myosin-like domain potentially
drives the highly cooperative
assembly of higher-order
structures. By analogy, the
tropomyosin-like DivIVA protein
[15], which also forms large
complexes at bacterial cell poles,
assembles into extended rod-
shaped molecules that can
potentially assemble
cooperatively into a network of
longitudinal and lateral contacts.
Interestingly, AglZ, a protein
required for A-motility in M.
xanthus, has properties similar to
those of FrzS [16]. Like FrzS, the
amino terminus of AglZ is
homologous to receiver domains
of two-component response
regulators, while its carboxyl
terminus has an extensive coiled-
coil domain. AglZ also self-
assembles into filaments and
lattices, and an AglZ–GFP fusion
localizes to cell poles [17]. It is
therefore reasonable to propose
that AglZ self-assembles into foci
at a cell pole in anticipation of the
assembly of an A-motility pushing
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prediction of this model is that
AglZ may oscillate in the opposite
phase as FrzS. It remains to be
determined where AglZ and FrzS
lie in the regulatory pathway for
cell motility, but the dependency
of AglZ and FrzS localization on
other factors can now be studied.
Clearly, the regulation of gliding
motility is just beginning to be
unraveled. Now with many new S-
motility genes identified [18], and
with further studies being done
with FrzS, we eagerly anticipate
the next push forward in this fast-
moving field.
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adaptation and random genetic
change (drift) after this separation
then rendered the populations
incompatible if the barrier to
interbreeding was somehow
opened. Depending on your
choice of species concepts, one
or more new species had formed.
How long did the separation have
to be enforced? The answer was
not clear, because it was not clear
what would happen if contact was
re-established partway through
the process of genetic
divergence. If hybrids between the
separated populations have lower
fitness than offspring from within-
population matings, there should
be selection on each population
to avoid the other when choosing
mates, according to a process
known as reinforcement. But it
would not take many mistakes for
this to break down, because
alleles affecting mate choice
would be separated by
recombination from the genetic
incompatibilities that reduce
hybrid fitness [3]. This would leave
no selective advantage to positive
